Cholesterol induced heart valve inflammation and injury: efficacy of cholesterol lowering treatment
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ABSTRACT

Background Heart valves often undergo a degenerative process leading to mechanical dysfunction that requires valve replacement. This process has been compared with atherosclerosis because of shared pathology and risk factors. In this study, we aimed to elucidate the role of inflammation triggered by cholesterol infiltration and cholesterol crystals formation causing mechanical and biochemical injury in heart valves.

Methods Human and atherosclerotic rabbit heart valves were evaluated. New Zealand White male rabbits were fed an enriched cholesterol diet alone or with simvastatin and ezetimibe simultaneously or after 6 months of initiating cholesterol diet. Inflammation was measured using C-reactive protein (CRP) and RAM 11 of tissue macrophage content. Cholesterol crystal presence and content in valves was evaluated using scanning electron microscopy.

Results Cholesterol diet alone induced cholesterol infiltration of valves with associated increased inflammation. Tissue cholesterol, CRP levels and RAM 11 were significantly lower in simvastatin and ezetimibe rabbit groups compared with cholesterol diet alone. However, the treatment was effective only when initiated with a cholesterol diet but not after lipid infiltration in valves. Aortic valve cholesterol content was significantly greater than all other cardiac valves. Extensive amounts of cholesterol crystals were noted in rabbit valves on cholesterol diet and in diseased human valves.

Conclusions Prevention of valve infiltration with cholesterol and reduced inflammation by simvastatin and ezetimibe was effective only when given during the initiation of high cholesterol diet but was not effective when given following infiltration of cholesterol into the valve matrix.

INTRODUCTION

Heart valves are composed of tissue elements similar to those present in arteries.1 They have cells with features related to smooth muscle cells and an organisational structure comparable to the vascular intima. Thus, considerable heart valve pathology seems to overlap with atherosclerotic vascular disease. Inflammation in cardiac valves is known to be a part of rheumatic fever with sequelae that eventually lead to commissural fusion and ultimately calcification.2 In the arterial system, inflammation is recognised as integral to atherosclerosis and has been linked to the presence of oxidised cholesterol, cholesterol crystal formation within atherosclerotic plaque and eventual calcification.3 4 In valves, the risk factors leading to valve fibrosis and calcification have been associated with older age, male gender, elevated levels of low density lipoprotein, hypertension, diabetes and genetic predisposition.5 These are similar to risk factors associated with atherosclerotic arterial disease. Valve sclerosis and calcification are common causes of valve distortion with dysfunction that results in stenosis and/or regurgitation often requiring surgical intervention.6 7 Moreover, cardiac valves have certain distinct characteristics that lead to sclerosis based on valve function.8

Although retrospective studies in humans had suggested that lipid lowering with statins could result in reduced progression of valve stenosis,9 prospective trials did not confirm
these initial observations. However, in order to better define the underlying pathophysiology that leads to valve injury, we evaluated the cholesterol content, inflammation and presence of crystals in cardiac valves using a combination of simvastatin and ezetimibe in an atherosclerotic rabbit model. Also, we evaluated human cardiac valves for comparison.

METHODS

**Human valves:** eleven human cardiac valves including aortic (n=3), mitral (n=4), tricuspid (n=2) and pulmonary (n=2) were obtained either at the time of valve surgery or from postmortem autopsy. These were collected as deidentified samples and taken to the laboratory for examination. Both Michigan State University and Sparrow Hospital institutional review boards approved this protocol (# 0518-exempt).

**Valves from atherosclerotic rabbit model:** a total of 124 valves from 32 male New Zealand White rabbits (2–3 kg) were used in this study; 20 rabbits were made atherosclerotic by balloon de-endothelialisation and feeding a cholesterol enriched diet (1%) alternating with normal chow every other month for a period of 6 months. Group I (Gp I) was atherosclerotic control (n=5); Gp II atherosclerotic rabbits (n=10) were given a combination of simvastatin (3 mg/kg/day) and ezetimibe (1 mg/kg/day) during the cholesterol feeding periods; Gp III atherosclerotic rabbits (n=4 + 1 dead) were used to simulate pre-existing atherosclerosis by starting simvastatin and ezetimibe combination 6 months following initiation of atherosclerosis; Gp IV was normal control rabbits (n=12) fed normal chow for a period of 6 months. Rabbits were anaesthetised with ketamine (50 mg/kg im) and xylazine (20 mg/kg im) during balloon de-endothelialization. Buprenorphine (0.01 mg/kg sq) was given every 12 hours for 48 hours and antibiotics (enrofloxacin, 10 mg/kg sq) was given once. After euthanasia, rabbit hearts were removed and all four cardiac valves were dissected, removed and processed for biochemical analysis and microscopy.

**Serum and valve cholesterol levels:** total serum and valve tissue cholesterol concentrations were determined using a kit according to the manufacturer’s instructions (Thermo Electron Corp, Louisville, CO).

**Serum C-reactive protein (CRP):** an ELISA kit from Immunology Consultant Laboratory (Newberg, OR) was used to measure serum CRP at baseline, 6 and 12 months.

**Microscopy:** light microscopy (LM), scanning electron microscopy (SEM), confocal microscopy (CM) and Keyence 3D microscopy were performed. For LM and SEM, valve segments from all rabbits were fixed overnight in buffered 10% formalin or 4% glutaraldehyde, respectively.

**LM:** fixed tissue segments were serially dehydrated with graded ethanol, embedded in paraffin blocks, and cut in 5 µm sections using a microtome. These sections were stained with hematoxylin and eosin for examination under a light microscope (Laborlux12, Leitz, Oberkothen, Germany).

**RAM 11:** formalin fixed, paraffin embedded, rabbit valve sections were processed with RAM 11 (DAKO, Agilent, Santa Clara, CA), a monoclonal antibody that reacts with a cytoplasmic antigen in the rabbit macrophage. To quantitate macrophage positive areas, tissue sections were scanned in one batch with a slide scanner (Olympus vs 110, Tokyo, Japan) at 20× magnification. Using software (VISIOPHARM, Hoersholm, Denmark) at 10× magnification, images were converted to tagged image file format for analysis in ImageJ V.1.51k (http://rsb.info.nih.gov/ij/). The region of interest tool was then used to measure areas of the valve tissue that stained brown with 3,3’-diaminobenzidine, the chromogen for RAM 11. This was then used to calculate the percent of the total valve area stained.

**Fluorescence microscopy:** tissues were processed as previously described. Fresh segments of valve tissues were incubated for 4 hours at 37°C in Eagle minimum essential medium under O2 and CO2 atmosphere with 10 µg/mL Alexa Fluor 594 acetylated-low density lipoprotein (Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR) specific for endothelium. Following incubation, valve tissue was washed with physiological buffered saline (PBS) and fixed with 4% glutaraldehyde. The tissue was then counterstained for cholesterol crystals using a green fluorescent dye (cholesteryl Bodipy-C12, Invitrogen, Eugene, OR) at a 1:100 dilution (75% ethanol) in a test tube for 3 min.

**Transmission electron microscopy (TEM):** in order to perform TEM on tissues while avoiding solvent agents (ie, uranyl acetate) for cholesterol crystals, we used a fresh frozen approach. Although this reduces the surrounding tissue resolution, it preserves intact cholesterol crystals. Tissues were immersed in a saturated sucrose solution overnight and then underwent cryosectioning. These were stained with osmium tetroxide. Ultrathin sections were then examined using a Jeol 100CX electron microscope.

**Keyence 3D microscopy:** fresh tissue samples were placed under a 3D Keyence VHX-6000 digital microscope.
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Figure 1 (Left) Gross valve images, scanning electron micrographs and fluorescence microscopy of atherosclerotic rabbit mitral valve demonstrating discoloured and thickened mitral valve with cholesterol crystals perforating the valve surfaces. (Right) Gross valve images, scanning electron micrographs and fluorescence microscopy of normal valve from non-atherosclerotic rabbit without evidence of cholesterol crystals.

Patient and public involvement

Patients and the public were not involved in this research.

Statistical analysis

Data are reported as mean±SD. Valve cholesterol content, serum cholesterol and serum CRP were analysed by analysis of variance. Percent area of RAM 11 stained macrophages in atherosclerotic rabbit valves, rabbits on high cholesterol diet with simvastatin and ezetimibe and normal controls were compared using Kruskal-Wallis non-parametric test at 0.05 significance level.

RESULTS

Gross examination: evaluation of cardiac valves by gross examination revealed that rabbits fed a high cholesterol diet had yellow-tinged discoloration and appeared thickened compared with valves from normal control rabbits (figure 1). Human aortic and mitral valves appeared distorted with roughened surfaces.

Serum cholesterol levels: serum cholesterol in the four groups is presented in figure 2. After 2 weeks of cholesterol feeding, serum cholesterol levels increased significantly in Gps I and III but not in Gp II (p<0.001). This pattern was sustained throughout the first 9 months of the study. However, by month 12, serum cholesterol in Gp III rabbits had also decreased significantly and was similar to Gp II.

Valve cholesterol content: cholesterol tissue content was significantly lower with the simvastatin and ezetimibe combination initiated with cholesterol diet (Gp II) compared with Gps I and III (figure 3). When simvastatin and ezetimibe were initiated 6 months after feeding with high cholesterol diet (Gp III), cholesterol levels in the aortic, mitral and pulmonary valves were not significantly different from the untreated atherosclerotic group (Gp I). Within the untreated atherosclerotic rabbits (Gp I), cholesterol content was significantly higher for the aortic valve compared with all other cardiac valves (p<0.001) (figure 4).

Serum inflammation: CRP levels were similar in Gps I, II and III at baseline prior to initiation of cholesterol diet. At 6 months, CRP levels in Gp II were significantly lower than Gp I (2720±2193 ng/mL vs 10 519±10 947 ng/mL, p=0.03). At 12 months, both simvastatin plus ezetimibe groups (Gps II and III) were significantly lower.
than Gp I (1256±650 ng/mL and 1089±263 ng/mL vs 40910±39585 ng/mL p=0.0001).

Cardiac valve inflammation (Table 1): for all valves, inflammation as indicated by RAM 11 staining was significantly reduced by simvastatin and ezetimibe treatment and was similar to normal control.

Microscopy
RAM 11 staining revealed a significantly greater amount of macrophages in the valve matrix of Gp I atherosclerotic rabbits compared with normal controls (Gp IV) (figure 5).

Dual fluorescent imaging by CM demonstrated extensive cholesterol crystals present over the intimal surface of the human valves similar to rabbit valves (figures 1 and 6).

SEM, TEM and 3D Keyence of the valves demonstrated extensive cholesterol crystals protruding from the valve surfaces of both human and rabbit valves (figures 6 and 7). Some cholesterol crystals were found buried in the valve tissues of normal controls while cholesterol crystals in the atherosclerotic-treated rabbits had more complex formations that protruded through the intimal surface. Atherosclerotic rabbits that were on simvastatin and ezetimibe (Gps II and III) had evidence of dissolving crystals exhibited by loss of sharp edges and erosion of their central matrix (figure 7). However, not enough specimens were available to detect significant crystal density differences between the groups.

DISCUSSION
Our study demonstrated that high cholesterol diet results in uptake of cholesterol into cardiac valves and triggers inflammation as evidenced by extensive macrophage infiltration into the valve matrix with an associated elevation in serum CRP levels. Moreover, the presence of cholesterol crystals in the atherosclerotic arteries is a known cause of inflammation. Although occasional presence of cholesterol crystals in cardiac valves had been previously reported in the valve matrix using LM, the extensiveness of cholesterol crystals lining the valve surfaces was not previously appreciated because tissue processed using ethanol dehydration dissolves cholesterol crystals. Our data also demonstrated presence of cholesterol crystals on diseased human valves as we have seen for rabbit valves on high cholesterol diet. By utilising SEM, TEM and Keyence microscopy without tissue ethanol dehydration, we were able to detect the extent of cholesterol crystals on valve surfaces and their intimal damage. These findings help elucidate the underlying mechanism of inflammation leading to valve injury.

Although cholesterol deposits and cholesterol crystals are a hallmark of atherosclerosis, we have now demonstrated that in the presence of hypercholesterolemia, these are also very common features in valve tissue. In atherosclerosis, cholesterol crystals have been found to trigger an inflammatory response in the plaque as well as systemically. In our study, we find a similar effect as was evidenced by dense macrophage infiltration.

**Figure 3**  Cholesterol content of rabbit aortic, mitral, tricuspid and pulmonary valves. High cholesterol diet only (Gp I); simvastatin and ezetemibe (Simva+Ezet), treatment with Simva+Ezet started concurrently with cholesterol diet (GP II); (Cholesterol-Simva+Ezet)–Chol+Simva+Ezet, treatment with Simva+Ezet initiated 6 months after the initiation of the cholesterol diet (Gp III), and normal control (Gp IV). ***p<0.001; **p<0.01; *p<0.05.

**Figure 4**  Valve cholesterol content in high cholesterol-fed atherosclerotic rabbits without simvastatin and ezetemide treatment (Gp I) demonstrates aortic valve to have the highest cholesterol content. ***p<0.001.
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Table 1  Cardiac valve inflammation by percent RAM 11 area staining of macrophage content

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Treatment group</th>
<th>Aortic (% area)</th>
<th>Mitral (% area)</th>
<th>Pulmonary (% area)</th>
<th>Tricuspid (% area)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gp I: Atherosclerotic (n=5)</td>
<td>29.0</td>
<td>35.8</td>
<td>28.1</td>
<td>7.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gp II: Simvastatin+Ezetimibe (n=8*)</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gp IV: Normal Control (n=12)</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P value</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*In Gp II, not all valves were available for RAM11, two were used to measure cholesterol content.

The valve once cholesterol had crystallised. This is consistent with the findings from the Simvastatin and Ezetimibe in Aortic Stenosis trial where the use of simvastatin and ezetimibe in patients with aortic stenosis was not found to be effective in either preventing progression or reversing aortic stenosis.10–12

A noteworthy finding in our study was the presence of significantly higher cholesterol content of the aortic

![Figure 5](Left panel) RAM 11 stained aortic (top 200×) and mitral (bottom 200×) valves demonstrating heavy brown staining consistent with macrophage uptake (Gp I) compared with the normal control (right panel) aortic (top 400×) and mitral (bottom 200×) valves (Gp IV) (right panel).

![Figure 6](Top panel) Scanning electron micrographs of human aortic (left) and mitral (right) valves with cholesterol crystals that appear to be emerging from the surface of the valves. Fluorescence microscopy demonstrates cholesterol crystals at the valve surface in fresh unprocessed tissue (bodipy staining cholesterol crystals green and Ac-LDL counter stained endothelium red). (Bottom) Crystallography demonstrates the presence of three calcium peaks on the aortic valve.
This has been demonstrated in both bench top calcification by serving as a nidus for calcium deposition.25 31  In contradistinction, the right heart valves, which accumulate the greatest amount of cholesterol, this suggests that this could be a cause of its frequent calcification. The exposure of the aortic valve to high pressure gradients compared with other valves may be the reason for the greater amount of cholesterol deposition and inflammation.25 31  In contradistinction, the right heart valves, tricuspid and pulmonary, that are exposed to low pressures had the least amount of cholesterol accumulation and these valves have the least amount of calcification in humans as well.

Another implication of our findings relates to the risk for development of bacterial endocarditis. It has been previously demonstrated that various bacteria selectively attach to cholesterol crystals. Also, in the presence of human carotid arterial plaques with cholesterol crystals, there was enhanced bacterial growth (Staphylococcus aureus) when compared with normal carotid arteries.32  The bacteria in that study were found to be degrading the cholesterol crystals, possibly using them as an energy source. Such a mechanism has been demonstrated with Mycobacterium tuberculosis.33

In summary, the presence of cholesterol and cholesterol crystal deposits in valve tissue can trigger inflammation which in turn can lead to calcification. Although cholesterol lowering treatment with simvastatin and ezetimibe significantly lowered valve cholesterol content when initiated as a preventive treatment, it was not effective when treatment was initiated after cholesterol deposition in the valve had occurred. This validates the observation made during clinical trials using this combination of lipid lowering that failed to prevent continued progression of aortic valve stenosis. These observations may be related to the difficulty for the human body to mobilise cholesterol crystals deposited deeply within the valve matrix. However, our study suggests that early treatment with lipid lowering may be considered for patients who are at high risk for cholesterol tissue deposition (ie, familial hypercholesterolemia). Further clinical studies are needed to investigate approaches to prevent cholesterol infiltration into cardiac valves.

Limitations

Number of valves were small in both the human and the rabbit groups because it was not feasible to obtain sufficient valve tissue for both cholesterol content measurements and histologic analysis with SEM. Also, some of the fluctuation in serum cholesterol levels at 3 and 6 months in figure 2 may be related to the cycling of the cholesterol enriched diet and normal chow but that did not influence the overall trends.
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